When Nature meets Luxury
Testa Maura have been created in 2008 by
Xavier Torre impassionned by his native
Corsica, that amazing Mediteranean french
island. His expertise in Contempory Art has
lead him across continents but he always kept
love with the island of his birth and wanted to
express his nostalgy of corsican feelings.
Primu Spiritu is a landscapes’s pictures as you
can find in the Oriental plain, along the
pathways of the « Cretes des sanguinaires » or
throughout the Castanicca mountains. From
the lighter to the heavier fragrance, the candles
range, revolutionary as in its spirit as in its
conception, affect all the island biodiversity.
Many channels are involved (farmers,
shepherds) in collecting raw materials with
environment concern. From the originel plant
to the final box, this way of thinking is all
together creative, commercial and eco-aware
issues.

It is the inspiration of Bucolica collection :
eaux de parfum, richer, deeper and wilder.
These new accords move the trends and let a
very specific trail for people who want to be
unique and have a real wish to live in harmony
with earth.
And for those who travel all over the word to
find the loose heaven, Capo di Feno. A line
for the body based on Immortelle organic
essential oil, to share these tremendous
momento, layed along the beach when
maritime’s emanations melt into the perfumes
of the yellow flowers burned by the hot daily
sun, as the originel sin.

Testa Maura use a very personnal olfative
piano with new perfumes notes 100%
organics, back to the rules of the french
traditionnal perfumery, an artistic reflexion on
ingredients and composition.
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BUCOLICA Collection
Eaux de Parfum, based on essentials organic
oils. Support alcool issued from organic
farming.

spray 50ml - 1,7fl.oz
ALERIA
In the fields of Aleria, covered with orchards
where oranges, mandarins, bergamots and
citrons grow, one cannot escape the fragrance
of the still for the distilling of the citrus fruits.
L’Eau de Parfum Aleria is an ode to this
tradition, and particularily to the fragrance of
the distillation of the delicious liquors, with
notes of lemon which are brightened up here
by myrte and beeswax.
AQUA DI CASTA
The chestnut trees of Castagniccia have
brought up generations of Corsican
highlanders. This Chestnut water with, the
warmth of santal, vetiver and cedar wood, and
the strenghth of the black pepper associated to
ginger, allows us to discover the freshness of
chestnut flour.

LORIANI
The village of Xavier Torre’s familly, a peaceful
haven lost in the heart of the Corsican montains,
has inspired this modern version of the original
Lavander Vanilla. This harmony of wild lavander,
orange flower and pure vanilla bean, transports us
to the roots of the « Grande Parfumerie » for your
sensual pleasure.
MIA MURZA
The Everlasting, this yellow, sun-filled wild
flower, grows in arid and inaccessible locations in
the mountains and seasides. They emit a deep and
dense odour, which envelops the sheperds and
walkers. In this untamable material, Mia Murza
has kept the animality in the heart, for an Eau de
Parfum captivating and unique.
CARTICASI
In the purest of Corsican traditions, the village of
the Mother is sacred. It is in this place that was
born that amazing perfume, both stunning and
sensual which reveals itself on the skin as a love
potion; the divine lentiscus, the galbanum and the
rose for an explosif olfactive match.

Olfactives poetries, these eaux de parfums have been elaborated following the
best rules of the classical french perfumery, a new palette of olfactive notes to
discover.
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CAPO DI FENO Collection ,
Body range, perfume based on everlasting
organic essential oil.
Xavier Torre share with us this inbelievable place : after the Sanguinaires islands, take on the right the
small road. All along the way you can admire the specific Maquis trees (lentisque, myrte and cyste),
noone is living there, but suddenly after a corner, the amazing landscape of a wild bay : Capo di Feno.
Soon a mix of vegetals smells and marine steams invade the air then the burned everlasting fragrances
arise and it is the seaside with its raging waves.
Capo Di Feno oil
It associates the moisturizing properties of a
non scented organic monoï and the soothing
Everlasting essential oils which make this
unique perfume.
Apply daily to care for your skin and hair or as
an after-sun to nourrish and soften the skin
which will keep the olfactive souvenir of this
magnificent, sun-kissed place.

Alcool from biological farming
splash 100ml - 3,4fl.oz
Capo di Feno cologne

Monï from Tahïti
100ml - 3,4fl.oz

An Eau de Toilette which would like itslef «
Cologne » but it’s harmony of citrus fruits and
Everlasting flower is so present on the skin that
you would imagine yourself in hot summer’s
day, lying on the beach, admiring the red, setting
sun on the « Iles Sanguinaires » with your hair in
cool breeze - true pleasure to find in the bottle.

… for those in search of lost paradise on earth.
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PRIMU SPIRITU Collection
Primu Spiritu means the « first drops
of distillation » and is also the first
collection of TESTA MAURA.
Based on organic oils exclusively
extracted from Corsica, the Primu
Spiritu collection evokes memories of
an amazing journey around the french
Mediterranean island of Corsica.

Primu Spiritu N°1
Fresh and effervescent notes, a ray of citrus fruits from
orchads'Aleria.
Primu Spiritu N°2
Children's escapes in the garden during the late
afternoon, perfum of wild mint so Corsican.
Primu Spiritu N°3
Woody, spicy accord of laurel, not su used but
olfactively so rich. A walk along the sea surrounded by
colors and sensations.
Primu Spiritu N°4
Eucalyptus leaves dried under the sun, woody note
lightly aromatic, reminicent of the crest of the
Sanguinaires island.
Primu Spiritu N°5
Traditional montain hamelet dying under the
oppression of summer heat but a cascade whith a
treasure of well being, Rosemaries heady of freshness.

Scented candle PRIMU SPIRITU

180g - 6,3oz
Perfume based on organic essential, natural
wax

A painting with astonishing
olfactive notes, They infuse the
senses with an aura of well
being.

Primu Spiritu N°6
Wild aromatic shades for the mountain Lavender, a
refreching, calming and strengthening feeling.
Primu Spiritu N°7
Corsican scrubland, deep Everlasting flower glazed by
the sun on the road of Scala Santa Regina.
Primu Spiritu N°8
Lentisc's sap cross with crushed red berries, an
indescriptable green note so representative of the entire
Corsica.
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